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27. Metroflor: Aspecta Ten
Space 7-8166
The Aspecta Ten LVT flooring range was developed with isocore, an extruded, closed-cell PVC structural core that delivers rigidity and strength while making larger formats easier to install with advanced locking technologies. This results in a floating floor that is waterproof and provides sound-insulating characteristics through its preattached polyethylene acoustical underlayment. The design mimics dark wood tones and concrete and leather textures. Aspecta Ten is available in 24 plank and 10 tile options.
aspectaflooring.com

28. Bentley: (Flex) Angeles
Space 1098
Composed of two distinct styles, Bentley’s latest carpet collection evokes the juxtaposing qualities of the city of Los Angeles. Abstracted blocks of color distinguish the first style, while an amplified scale of pixelated plaid characterizes the second. Crafted with Antroon Lumenia Type 62 solution-dyed nylon, (Flex) Angeles is available in 18-inch-by-36-inch and 24-inch-square tile formats and comes in seven colorways.
bentleymills.com